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Real Time Static Gesture Recognition using
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Abstract: Hand gesture recognition is challenging task in
machine vision due to similarity between inter class samples and
high amount of variation in intra class samples. The gesture
recognition independent of light intensity, independent of color
has drawn some attention due to its requirement where system
should perform during night time also. This paper provides an
insight into dynamic hand gesture recognition using depth data
and images collected from time of flight camera. It provides user
interface to track down natural gestures. The area of interest and
hand area is first segmented out using adaptive thresholding and
region labeling. It is assumed that hand is the closet object to
camera. A novel algorithm is proposed to segment the hand region
only. The noise due to ToF camera measurement is eliminated by
preprocessing algorithms. There are two algorithms which we
have proposed for extracting the hand gestures features. The first
algorithm is based on computing the region distance between the
fingers and second one is about computing the shape descriptor of
gesture boundary in radial fashion from the centroid of hand
gestures. For matching the gesture the distance between two
independent regions is computed for every row and column. Same
process is repeated across the columns. The number of total
region transitions are computed for every row and column. These
number of transitions across rows and columns forms the feature
vector. The proposed solution is easily able to deal with static and
dynamic gestures. In case of second approach we compute the
distance between the gesture centroid and shape boundaries at
various angles from 0 to 360 degrees. These distances forms the
feature vector. Comparison of result shows that this method is very
effective in extracting the shape features and competent enough in
terms of accuracy and speed. The gesture recognition algorithm
mentioned in this paper can be used in automotive infotainment
systems, consumer electronics where hardware needs to be cost
effective and the response of the system should be fast enough.
Keywords : ToF(Time of flight camera), thresholding,
segmentation, hand gesture recognition, static gestures, dynamic
gestures, human computer interaction, shape coding, chain
coding, fourier descriptors.

I. INTRODUCTION
Human computer interaction is drawing lot of attention
recently due to its applications in robotics, human machine
interface, gesture controlled activities. The principal
components of any gesture recognition system are data set
capturing, hand segmentation and tracking, hand feature
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identification, feature classification. The classical camera
based solution of data acquisition using color cameras have
already efficiently employed in gesture recognitions tasks
[1]-[2]. The problem with these solutions are, they are
sensitive to lighting conditions, clutter and skin color. The
hand motion pose an additional challenge on FPS of camera,
to capture detailed motion of gesture. From camera and
sensor point of view, the progress of depth sensing devices,
like Microsoft Kinect, has greatly promoted the research on
HGR. Microsoft Kinect includes a depth camera and a video
graphics array (VGA) camera [8]. Both cameras produce
image streams at 30 frames per second (fps).The vision based
motion capture became barely possible due to Kinect that
acquires positional information of individual motion.
Depth-based gesture recognition can be categorized into
three groups of hand skeleton, spatiotemporal volume of
hand, and deep learning-based methods.
From hand localization perspective, various approaches
can be employed using depth thresholding either using
empirical or automated way [1]. The more empirical and
automated approaches are required in case of RGB-D camera
such as Kinect. However if depth sensor such as PMD ToF
camera is used, it reduces the burden of depth thresholding as
a depth which can be obtained using PMD camera is more
accurate than other depth sensing techniques[10]. Since there
are no publicly available PMD datasets for static and
dynamic gestures, we used our own dataset using PMD
picoflex ToF camera. Though dataset is recorded with the
PMD picoflex camera, the gesture recognition approach
presented here is not ToF camera model specific. It is generic
approach which is extendible to other methods mentioned in
literature. After the hand localization next step is to extract
the features which are useful for hand gesture recognition. In
past research on human action recognition using video is
focused on extracting and using the hand-crafted features [6],
[22], [23]. If hand-crafted based features are used it generally
have two steps, detecting the features and describing them
mathematically. Mostly used and popular feature detection
methods are Harris3D [18], Cuboids [19] and Hessian3D
[24]. For feature descriptors, popular methods are Cuboids
[3], HOG/HOF [4], HOG3D [25] and Extended SURF [24].
Wang et al. [26], used dense trajectories with improved
motion based descriptors and other hand-crafted features to
achieve results on various datasets. Based on the recent flow
of work towards gesture recognition, there would be still
efficient and successful methods to achieve better results.
Vishwas U et.al [33] used random projection and KPCA
(kernel PCA) for feature space formation of segmented hand
gestures.
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Their method has achieved near real time performance on
time of flight camera. However they did not carry out single
blind and double blind testing for hand gesture recognition.
II. GOALS
The end objective of this paper is to develop an,
low-complexity, and real-time, platform portable solution for
the recognition of both static and dynamic gestures of one
hand .The accuracy of gesture recognition come from
extracting prominent features for identification of different
hand gestures .In particular it is intended to evaluate the
algorithms for extracting these features on natural and sign
gestures. Also goal here is to compare the proposed method
with the recent approaches which are found in literature.

features are pre computed and used for training and used for
matching during runtime. There are two algorithms discussed
here for gesture recognition. The first algorithm is for
deriving the shape features from the boundary and the other
algorithm is based on counting the total number of regions
across every row of segmented hand. The accuracy of both
algorithms is compared.

III. RELATED WORK
Due to evolving methods of human machine interaction,
events controlling without direct interaction with hardware
elements, automotive infotainment, gesture and action
recognition is evolving area from researchers. Different
temporal models have been proposed. Nowozin and Shotton
[27] proposed recognition of simple human actions using a
Hidden Markov Model.[6] Wang et al. [28] used a more
elaborative inter class separator, hidden-state approach for
recognizing human gestures. However, relying on only one
layer of hidden states, their model alone is not well efficient
to adapt a higher level representation of the data. This is more
true when dataset is large.
In the deep learning based approaches Ji et al. [29] proposed
using 3D Convolutional Neural Network for automated
recognition of human actions in surveillance videos. Their
model is based on feature extraction in spatial and the
temporal domain by performing window based 3D
convolutions. This allows capturing motion and feature
information in adjacent frames. Taylor et al. [30] also
experimented on using 3D Convolutional Networks for
learning spatio-temporal features for gesture data. The
methods and work in [31] show that averaging using multiple
DNN works better than a single network and larger nets will
generally perform better than smaller nets. If enough data is
provided to network, averaging multi-column nets [32]
applied to action recognition can also further improve the
performance.
IV. PROPOSED WORK
The proposed solution for dynamic hand gesture recognition
is as shown in Fig.1. Raw image data coming from ToF
camera is first captured. Since hand is the nearest object to
camera, it is easier to extract the hand boundary using the
depth information. A thresholding based on image content is
applied to segment the hand region. The unwanted regions or
the pixels contributing to noise are eliminated by using region
labeling and region filtering as segmented hand is the single
contributing region and assumed to be the biggest region. The
gradient of the segmented region is computed and then
magnitude of gradient is thresholded to obtain the boundary
of gesture region (hand region). The centroid of the contours
is computed as shown in Fig.1. This centroid is used as a
reference point for computation of all the distances of the
pixels lying on the contour. The feature which we have used
is the distance between the centroid and the contour boundary
computed at whole angle rotation 0 to 360 degrees. Same
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Fig. 1. Proposed method and approach block diagram for
hand gesture recognition
A. Hand segmentation
Hand segmentation is carried out by using depth image and
thresholding. It is assumed that hand is the closest object to
camera and hence single threshold is sufficient to segment the
hand. The only problem is that the unwanted noise which is
not part of the segmented region needs to be filtered out. This
is achieved by using 8 bit region labeling. Here are the details
step to carry out the hand segmentation.
B. Hand boundary detection
The shape of an object in image is characterized by the
complete object area surrounded by closed contour. The
shape can be described by closed contour or region-based
shape descriptor [14]. The approaches which we have
presented in this paper extracts the shape boundary features.
Hence we have relied up on the gesture shape descriptor of
hand gesture boundary. Hand boundary is more accurate if
segmentation is more accurate. For detecting the boundary of
hand, gradient is computed on segmented region. Since
segmented hand region is uniform, the gradient inside the
boundary region is always zero. The non-zero gradient lies
only on hand boundary, we utilize this fact. Hence
thresholding is applied to gradient magnitude and hand
boundary is retained, as output of gradient thresholding. The
result is as shown in Fig. 3.
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Algorithm 1 Hand Segmentation and Boundary
Computation
Input:
Im:Input image
Th: Threshold
Output:
SegOut: Segmented Image
ImOut: Image with hand boundary
No

For each element x of Im
Yes

If x> Th
SegIm=255;

Segmented
hand region

Else

Fig. 2. Steps in hand segmentation

SegIm=0

C. Hand centroid computation
For computing the hand centroid we considered the positions
of pixels lying on hand boundary.

End If
End For
nRegions = CountRegions( SegIm)
For each region r =1 To nRegions
Locations= findRegionLocations(r)

Then traversing in
we compute the distances
between the centroid and shape boundary. This forms a
feature vector for us.
D. Shape feature extractions
There are two major algorithms which we have investigated
for extracting the shape boundary features. First algorithm is
based on finding the occurrences of multiple regions in each
row and column.as shown in Fig. 2. Second algorithm is
based on forming a shape code based on distances of every
pixel lying on shape boundary from centroid. We compute
the distances of nearest occurring pixels in radial way from
the centroid at given angle. This is as shown in Fig.3.
There are multiple methods which are addressed in the
literature, such as chain coding, fourier descriptors, skeleton
[14,15]. For representing the shape by code. In our
implementation we used the total number of regions found
per row and per column. This is shown in following figure.
For every row we found total number of independent regions
and found length of every independent region. This forms the
feature vector for matching.

Cnt_locations=
CountTotalLocations(Locations)
End for
For each element c of Cnt_location
Indx=findIndexBiggestCntLocation(c)
End For
SegOut (Indx)=255

Shape descriptor
Algorithm 2 Computing the radial features
for each angle i ∈ 1,..., 360 do
for r=1:MAX_RAD

If
Feature(r,i) =
1;
break;
end
Fig. 3.Proposed region counting across the rows and columns
for forming the shape descriptor from the hand shape
boundary. Centroid computed for given gesture boundary
and the distances taken at different angles
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endloop
endloop
Feature(r,i)=
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(b)
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(d)

(d)

(f)
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Fig.4.Gestures and its shape descriptors code obtained by
using above algorithm for (a) Gesture L, (b) Gesture two,
(c) Gesture ok, (d) Gesture number four
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Many experiments were done in order to test the presented
approach for hand boundary detection and the localization of
the palm center. The approach is tested and evaluated over a
series of 150 dynamic gestures for which the results are
reported in the literature to enable performance comparisons.
In our implementation we used few sign numbers and popular
gestures for matching, in which the precomputed features
were stored and same were used for recognition. For
recognition we used naïve bayes classifier. Table I to Table V
shows the average accuracy obtained against sign and
popular gestures. There are total eight popular gestures and
nine sign number gestures, we used for testing our
implementation. It was checked on live video. 150 frames of
video were given for testing the algorithm. Table I shows the
correct number of gestures recognized out of 150 frames. We
tested our implementation on Intel i7 5 th generation platform
with 16GB RAM. The average time taken for recognition is 0
seconds for recognizing particular gesture. In results
discussed below accuracy for Victory and OK gestures is
lesser than others because, while testing subject slightly tilted
the gesture, since our implementation is rotation variant.

(g)

(h)

Fig.5.Different natural gestures we used in our
implementation and their centroid of (a) Gesture L.
(b) Gesture Victory. (c) Gesture ok. (d) Gesture number 4.
(e) Gesture full hand. (f) Gesture thumbs up. (g) Gesture
left. (h) Gesture thumbs down.

Fig. 6. Different sign number gestures we used in our
implementation
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Table- I: Recognition rates for popular gestures using
radial shape descriptors [single blind]
Gesture
No Of
correctly
Accuracy
Time(s)
matched
0.1864
Open hand
150
100%
0.1877
Victory
149
99.33%
0.1855
OK letter
121
80.66%
0.1901
Letter L
150
100%
0.1797
Letter four
147
98%
0.1712
150
100%
Left
Thumbs
up
Thumbs
down
Average

149

99.33%

0.1855

124

82.67%

0.1677

142.5

95%

0.1817

Table – II: Recognition rates for popular gestures using
radial shape descriptors [double blind]
Gesture

No Of
correctly
matched

Accuracy

Open
hand

146

97.33%

Victory

149

99.33%

OK
letter

138

92%

Letter L

145

96.66%

Letter
four

131

87.33%

Left

150

100%

0.1712

Thumbs
up

142

94.66%

0.1855

Thumbs
down

139

92.66%

0.1677

Average

142.5

94.97%

0.1817

Time(s)
0.1864
0.1877
0.1855
0.1901
0.1797

Open
hand
Victory
OK letter
Letter L
Letter
four
Left
Thumbs
up
Thumbs
down
Average

Table -4 : Recognition rates comparison for popular
gestures using radial shape descriptors [single blind]
Gesture
Propos
[1 [11 [12
[7]
[13]
ed
0] ] **
]
method
Open
99
100%
hand
Victory 89.2 87 83
90
91
99.33%
OK
84.8 35 94
97
94
80.66%
letter
Letter L
91
87 95
96
94
100%
Letter
90.5 77 94
96
97
98%
four
100%
Left
85.2
Thumbs
up
Thumbs
down
Star
Trek
Average

Table- III: Recognition rates for popular gestures using
row and column region features [single blind]
Gesture

For comparison we studied the various approaches which
uses depth sensor, Microsoft Kinect sensor and checked for
the accuracy we obtained on sign language gestures. We
found that the average accuracy obtained was better than the
approaches we compared. We tested the proposed solution in
case of single blind (The person knows which gesture is
recognized by system) and double blind (The person doesn’t
know which gesture is recognized by the system). The
comparison is done against standard approaches mentioned
in the literature. The accuracy results are summarized in
Table I and Table II. We also tested our implementation on
popular gestures mentioned in Table III and Table IV and
compared the results with the standard methods mentioned in
literature.

89.5

-

-

-

-

99.33%

88.2

-

-

-

-

82.67%

84

-

-

-

-

89.1

71
.5

91.
5

94.
8

94

95

Table- V: Recognition rates comparison for sign number
gestures using radial shape descriptors [single blind]
Gesture

[7]

[8]

[8]**

[9]

[2]

One
Two

91.75
89.25

92
82

96
86

84
85

100
100

Proposed
method
100
100

90
100
100
77
84.25
76.25

91
86
85
93
91
89
97

94
88
92
96
96
93
98

75
71
82
84
82
80
80

80
100
80
90
95
100
100

90
100
95
98
98
89
100

89.6

93.2

80.3

93.9

96.66

No Of
correctly
matched

Accuracy

Time(s)

127

84.67

0.1857

133
110
122

88.67
73.33
81.33

0.1952
0. 1859
0.1881

95

63.33

0.1823

Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight

110

73.33

0.1904

Nine

74

124

82.67

0.20

Average

86.9

112

74.67

0.1840

116.62

77.75

0.1889
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In the final test we tested our system from the point of view of
naturally controlling the software using gestures. This has
been shown in Fig.7. We used thumbs down gesture to close
the application. Gesture ‘L’ is trained to open the excel
application and Gesture victory is used for opening windows
media player and play the song.

(a)

algorithm is dependent on hand size and distance from the
camera whereas second approach is independent on the hand
size of the user. This is one of the major advantages of our
method as compared to [1].The proposed solution has many
applications in human machine interaction, augmented
reality, automotive infotainment and natural control of a
software application. In future the results can be more
improved by using large dataset for training. In the first
algorithm we discussed, it can be made size and distance
independent from camera by normalizing the row wise and
column wise region lengths. This can be normalized by
dividing the length of maximum region found in given
gestures shape. Multiple gestures can also be used to widen
the application areas of our implementation.

(b)
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